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L iterary agent Ted Weinstein has the sort of experience 
writers appreciate in an agent: experience in both the 
business and editorial sides of publishing. Before open-

ing his San Francisco-based agency, he held senior positions in 
licensing, marketing, publicity and business development with 
major publishing companies. He’s also published his work, been 
the music critic for NPR’s All Things Considered and a commenta-
tor for the San Francisco Chronicle, the Bay Guardian, SF Weekly 
and Might Magazine. 

Ted received his B.A. cum laude in philosophy from 
Yale College and his Master’s degree in Public and Private 
Management from the Yale School of Management. He is a mem-
ber of the Association of Authors’ Representatives, the Authors 
Guild, the Northern California Science Writers Association, 
the Organization of American Historians and the American 

Historical Association, and he is on the board of directors of 
GreenInfo Network, a non-profit group that helps public inter-
est groups and public agencies plan communities and programs.  
He is frequently profiled and quoted in media stories about the 
publishing business. 

BDB:  How did you find your way into agenting?

TW: I had been in publishing for more than a decade, and then 
took some time off to write a book.  In the course of finding an 
agent, several of them asked what I planned to do next.  When 
I told them about my business as well as editorial background 
(journalism, music criticism, book marketing, licensing, business 
development and so on), several of them said, “What do you 
think we do all day? You should become an agent.”  In fact my 
first two clients were referrals from established agents who were 
pushing me to join them in the field.

BDB: How is it to be a West Coast agent?

TW: It has turned out to be an unexpected advantage and one 
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factor in why I was able to build a successful business so quickly.  
With the exception of a few prisoners of Manhattan for whom that 
old New Yorker cover is literal truth, most editors are quite forth-
right that they have too little exposure to what’s going on west of 
the Hudson River, and I get calls all the time: “What’s going on 
out there that I should know about?” I travel to NYC four or five 
times each year for editor 
meetings and everyone 
in publishing uses phone 
and e-mail for most of our 
contact with each other.  It 
is much more valuable for 
me to be on the creative 
edges of American cul-
ture.  New ideas and voic-
es need to get validated by 
the national media outlets 
eventually, but fresh per-
spectives rarely spring up 
on that small, provincial island where most of the major publish-
ers are headquartered.  

BDB:  What sort of material do you represent?

TW: I represent a broad range of non-fiction only.  About a third 
is serious narrative, analysis or argument (history, biography, 
current affairs, science), about a third is practical non-fiction 
(business, health and nutrition, personal finance, lifestyle and 
cooking, etc.), and then some fun pop culture, quirky reference 
and the like.

BDB: What do you absolutely love to see come in the mail?

TW: Big checks from publishers.  Everything else should come 
to me via e-mail.

BDB:  Do you approach projects rationally? That is, do you take 
on what you think is desired by the market, or do you go with 
what you love, or a little of both?

TW: This is a business, and I don’t eat if I don’t sell books for good 
money.  Both marketability and personal passion are necessary, 
though, for the greatest chance of success.  Editors look to agents 
for real guidance, not just as a thin filter for the slush pile, and 
they can tell if we submit a project that we’re not excited about.  I 
don’t need to be the target reader for a project to still be excited 
about its quality as well as its commercial prospects.

BDB:  There’s so much talk about platform. What’s your take on 
platform?

TW: Absolutely essential.  We live in a celebrity age, and as read-
ers, we all know how much more likely we are to buy a book by 
an author we have heard of before.  Platforms come in many 
shapes and sizes, but all authors have opportunities to make 
themselves known to their key audience before they’re ready to 
do a full length book.  Too many authors think “if I get this book 
published I’ll be famous” when they should be thinking “how 
can I make myself famous and then get a book published?”  Only 
half-jokingly, agents often say the most powerful seven words in 
publishing are “It’s good to see you again, Oprah.” For those who 

don’t already appear on Oprah, it is essential to find other ways 
to build their “brand” as an expert on your topic.

BDB:  Actually, how much should writers be concerned with the 
marketplace when they’re actually writing?

TW: The most successful 
books come from authors 
who have passion, wis-
dom and knowledge 
about their topic as well as 
hard-headed, professional 
business sense about their 
target audience and its 
needs and interests. Why 
would anyone want to 
experience all the blood, 
sweat and tears of writing 
a book if it isn’t one that 

will interest the largest possible audience?

BDB: Where do you see publishing headed?

TW: Oh, publishing has been in a state of crisis since the day after 
Gutenberg made his first book, but it is important to understand 
that technology is bringing fundamental changes in the way we 
access and enjoy words.  Authors should think of themselves 
as multimedia empires and be creative about showcasing the 
contents of their head in whatever outlets are most appropriate, 
available and remunerative.

BDB:  What do you like to do when you’re not reading books or 
doing deals?

TW: I go to a lot of live music, museums, galleries, theater, etc., 
and the Bay Area is a physical paradise, so I go for hikes in the 
redwoods as often as possible. 

BDB: What’s on your nightstand right now?

TW: Peter Steinhart’s Undressed Art: Why We Draw, part of 
my newfound obsession with learning to draw, and Rebecca 
Solnit’s book, River of Shadows : Eadweard Muybridge and the 
Technological Wild about the birth of movies. 

BDB:  What would you be doing if you weren’t an agent?

TW: Truly, I can’t imagine doing anything else.

BDB: And hobbies?

TW: Hiking, drawing, photography, live music.

BDB:  How do you like to be contacted?

TW: Detailed information about my agency, clients and submis-
sion guidelines is at www.twliterary.com.  

BDB:  Anything else?

TW: Nope, time to get back to work...
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